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Abstract. An intense heat wave struck West Europe in early July 2015. The degree of anticipation of that event
is assessed through the new CNRM near-real time subseasonal to seasonal forecast system. A warm anomaly
over France was detected for the first week of July in all the successive forecasts issued in June, even up to one
month ahead. On the other hand, the positive 500 hPa geopotential anomaly observed during that period was
little anticipated. Despite the limited skill of the forecast system beyond twelve days, the relatively successful
anticipation of that event pleads for a predictability study based on a multi-system assessment.

1 Introduction

In the context of global warming, changes in extreme cli-
mate events in terms of severity, frequency and duration are
expected (Perkins, 2015). In particular, an increase of these
characteristics is robustly projected over Europe for heat
waves (Schoetter et al., 2014). Since the early 2000’s, a num-
ber of them has affected various parts of Europe, with signif-
icant socio-economic impacts such as heat-related mortality
and financial losses due to crop failure or wild fire damages.
The disastrous consequences of the deadly heat wave that
struck West Europe in August 2003 made the predictabil-
ity of these high-impact events a matter of the utmost ex-
pectations. However, the predictability horizon of numeri-
cal weather prediction systems is limited to a dozen of days
because of the chaotic essence of the atmosphere (Lorenz,
1963). Further anticipation would improve both preparedness
and organization of civil protection and public services dedi-
cated to managing extreme long-lasting high-impact climate
events such as heat waves (Brunet et al., 2010). There is no
consensus on the definition of a heat wave, even though it
is commonly characterized as temperature exceeding a given
threshold for several consecutive days (Ouzeau et al., 2016).
Depending on the applications and impacts considered, defi-
nitions rely either on minimum and/or maximum daily tem-
perature or mean temperature percentiles, with or without re-

moving a seasonal cycle (Barbier et al., 2017). In any case,
the requirement for a warm spell to last at least (typically)
3 to 5 days (Perkins et al., 2015) in the various operational
definitions implies that such an event would translate into
pronounced higher-than-average weekly mean temperature
anomalies. Sub-seasonal prediction systems are therefore
suitable for anticipating such events since they are tailored to
forecast weekly anomalies up to one or two months ahead. In
July 2015, a three-week long heat wave affected parts of West
Europe, including France, Spain, Switzerland and Germany
where a few record-breaking temperatures were reached. The
present study addresses the predictability of this warm event
based on the new CNRM near-real time subseasonal to sea-
sonal (S2S) forecast system, designed in the framework of
the World Weather Research Programme/World Climate Re-
search Programme (WWRP/WCRP) initiative on S2S pre-
diction (Brunet et al., 2010; Robertson et al., 2015).

The first section of this paper describes the main features
of the forecast system and provides details about the metrics
used. Results on the heat wave anticipation based on fore-
casts are detailed in the following section. The last section
provides a discussion on these results and a conclusion.
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Figure 1. CNRM-CM S2S forecast system components.

2 Experimental design

2.1 CNRM-CM subseasonal forecast system

The CNRM-CM S2S forecast system relies on a global cou-
pled model (Voldoire et al., 2013) similar to that used for
Météo-France operational seasonal forecast system 5. The
horizontal resolution is about 0.7◦ for the atmospheric and
surface component ARPEGE-SURFEX and 1◦ for the ocean-
sea-ice model NEMO-GELATO with a refinement in the
tropical oceans (Fig. 1). The coupling frequency is 24 h. This
system provides routinely near-real time 32-day ensemble
forecasts initialized every Thursday. Additional 61-day en-
semble forecasts were performed with 1 June and 1 July 2015
start dates, so as to get a sufficient number of forecasts en-
compassing the July 2015 heat wave.

In both forecast and re-forecast systems, all the compo-
nents of the coupled model are initialised as mentioned in
Table 1.

The ensembles allow to account for the uncertainty re-
sulting from the initial conditions and from the model er-
rors. They are generated by means of the stochastic dynam-
ics method (Batté and Déqué, 2016). The ensemble size com-
prises fifteen members for the re-forecast and fifty-one mem-
bers for the forecast. In order to remove the systematic er-
rors inherent to every prediction system, the forecasts are
assessed in terms of anomalies with respect to the climatol-
ogy of the system. This climatology results from bi-monthly
retrospective ensemble forecasts (re-forecast hereafter) com-
puted over the 1993–2014 period.

2.2 Metrics and reference data

The ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) is used as
observational reference in this study for 2 m daily maxi-
mum temperature (Tmax) as well as 500 hPa geopotential
height (Z500). Figure 2 shows the observed daily Tmax de-
parture from the climatology over France between 20 June
and 31 July 2015. The warm spell lasted nearly one month,
with two peaks of intensity. The most intense took place dur-
ing the first days of July and the second one after the 15 July.
For the forecast study (Sect. 3.2), we decided to focus on the

Figure 2. Daily observed Tmax anomaly over France.

first peak defined as the averaged Tmax value computed tem-
porally over the first 6 days of July and spatially over France.
This 6-day spell (6DS) is covered by six successive forecasts
issued on 1, 4, 11, 18, 25 June and 1 July 2015.

In our re-forecast evaluation (Sect. 3.1), we consider
weekly averaged fields. The first four days of the re-forecast
are skipped, so that week 1 is computed as the mean value
of the days five to eleven. This empirical method allows to
separate the medium range predictability of the first 11 days
from the longer range predictability beyond (Vitart, 2004).
Such processing provides four full 7-day weeks out of a 32-
day re-forecast. As mentioned in the previous section, the
systematic errors of the model lead to a biased forecast. The
biases for weeks 1 to 4 are computed by subtracting observed
multi-year weekly means from the corresponding simulated
fields.

The predictive skill of the ensemble is assessed by com-
puting at each grid point the Brier skill score (BSS) for Tmax
exceeding the upper tercile. The Brier score (BS) measures
the mean square distance in probability space between the re-
forecast and reference data for this dichotomous event (Brier,
1950). The BSS then compares BS of the verified re-forecast
to a benchmark forecast (here we use the climatology of the
re-forecast for each of the 4 weeks). It ranges from−∞ to 1,
with 1 corresponding to a perfect forecast, and positive val-
ues where the re-forecast improves with respect to the bench-
mark.

The biases and BSS computation over Europe relies on the
re-forecast initialized 1 and 15 June of the 1993–2014 period.

3 Results

3.1 Bias and skill

We removed model biases for the assessement of our sub-
seasonal forecasts by performing analyses over anomalies.
Yet, biases should not be neglected since they can rapidly
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Table 1. Initial conditions of the CNRM-CM components.

Re-forecast Forecast

Atmosphere and land surface Era-Interim (Dee et al., 2011) IFS operational Analyses at 00:00 UTC
Ocean and Sea-Ice Mercator-Ocean GLORYS (Ferry et al., 2010) Mercator-Ocean operational Analyses

Figure 3. Tmax bias (K) for week 1 (a), 2 (b), 3 (c) and 4 (d).

Figure 4. BSS for mean Tmax above the upper tercile for week 1 (a), 2 (b), 3 (c) and 4 (d). Stippling indicates significant values with a 95 %
confidence level.

degrade the information coming from the initial conditions
and hence alter the forecast quality if too pronounced.

The Tmax biases are depicted in Fig. 3. They are fairly con-
stant over the 4 weeks of the re-forecast, and predominantly
cold over most of continental Europe, except for the west-
ernmost part. They are smaller over the oceans, which is un-
surprising since the air temperature over seas evolves more
slowly than over land surfaces. Over France, the bias gener-
ally ranges between −1 and −2.5 K with maximum absolute
values during week 2. This bias, although not negligible, re-
mains small with respect to the amplitude of the temperature
anomaly observed during the 2015 event which exceeds 5 K
(Fig. 2).

Figure 4 shows the BSS for weeks 1 to 4 over Europe, for
Tmax. The positive values depicted by red hues indicate the
areas where the S2S system is more skilful than climatology.
As early as week 2, the skill becomes very marginal and re-
mains as such for weeks 3 and 4. This result tends to point out

a limited added value of our system for the sub-seasonal hori-
zon, at least for Tmax. However, this metric is computed over
a restricted sample of 22 years which contains a limited num-
ber of comparably strong events. A larger re-forecast period
would allow a better sampling. Additionally, it would allow
us to perform a conditional skill study by selecting enough
start dates with strong external forcing in the initial condi-
tions, since these may lead to enhanced predictability of a
particular extreme event such as in July 2015 (Prodhomme
et al., 2016). This point is further discussed in Sect. 4.

3.2 Anticipation of the 2015 heat wave

The shapes of simulated and observed Tmax distribution over
France for 6DS are quite similar (Fig. 5a). However, the me-
dian of the simulated distribution is shifted towards colder
values by about 1 K with respect to the reference. This is con-
sistent with the cold bias of the forecast system over France
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Figure 5. 6DS mean Tmax probability density functions over France: model and observed climatologies over 1993–2014 (a), Tmax anomalies
of successive forecasts for 2015 (b), and recent year re-forecasts initialized on 1 June (c).

Figure 6. Probabilty of the most likely 6DS Tmax tercile (top rows), observed tercile (bottom).

described in the previous section. The observed event (dis-
played by the red diamond in this figure) is located towards
the end of the upper tail of the distribution, which confirms
the rarity of the Tmax range observed in July 2015.

The successive forecasts displayed in color shades
(Fig. 5b) show an increasingly sharp distribution for the last
two start dates (25 June and 1 July). This was expected
since predictive uncertainty diminishes as the event becomes

closer to the initial date of the forecast. However, all the fore-
cast distributions are shifted towards warmer values as com-
pared to the climatology of the model, including the forecasts
initialized about one month ahead of the event. These shifts
are significant with a 95 % confidence, both in mean values
(using the Student t-test) and in distributions (based on the
Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test). It can be argued that this is
a consequence of the warming trend along the re-forecast pe-
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Figure 7. 6DS Z500 anomaly (m2 s−2) in successive forecasts (top rows) and observation (bottom).

riod, with recent years frequently warmer than the first years.
In order to verify this hypothesis, the re-forecast distribu-
tion of the years 2010 to 2014 were superimposed to the full
model climatology distribution for the time period and region
of interest (Fig. 5c). Those five recent years seem equally dis-
tributed on either side of the climatological median, which
tends to rule out the warming trend effect to explain our re-
sults.

A spatial approach of forecast fields is proposed to gain
further insight into the predictability of that heat wave. Fig-
ure 6 depicts the probability of the most likely tercile for 6DS
Tmax anomaly for each forecast. It is to be compared with the
observed tercile. It can be noticed that a warm signal is al-
ready present over southern Europe in the 1 June forecast and
tends to persist in the following forecasts. However, except
for a few regions such as France, the Iberian Peninsula and
the Balkans, this warm pattern remains misplaced until the
last two forecasts. Moreover, its amplitude is considerably
reduced in the 18 June forecast as compared to the 3 earlier
forecasts. The following section discusses a possible cause
for these limitations.

Figure 7 shows that unlike Tmax, the Z500 forecasts do
not compare well to the reference data until the last two start
dates. Note that the Z500 forecast anomaly (Fig. 7) was re-
scaled to take into account the dimming effect of ensemble
averaging. The re-scaling factor is the ratio σo

σf
where σo is

the standard deviation of the observed Z500 anomalies and
σf the standard deviation of the forecast ensemble mean. The
large observed geopotential height positive anomaly only ap-
pears in the 25 June forecast onwards. This suggests that the
early anticipation of the warm surface pattern over Southern
Europe in the forecasts does not result from the large scale
atmospheric circulation. The impact of land-surface initial
conditions, possibly combined to that of the Mediterranean
sea, could thus explain the relative predictability of the first
peak of the warm event July 2015 although only a dedicated
study could confirm this hypothesis.
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4 Discussion and conclusions

This study was the first assessment of the new subseasonal-
to-seasonal forecast system developed at CNRM through a
case study, namely the severe heat wave that struck France
and surrounding countries in July 2015. The successive fore-
casts, issued from early June onwards, consistently predicted
a warm surface temperature anomaly over France during the
first week of July, corresponding to the most intense stage
of that heat wave. Although it is beyond the scope of this
work to analyse in depth the factors explaining this rela-
tive success, previous seasonal studies showed the influence
of anomalous initial conditions in subsequent summer heat
waves. For example, sea surface temperature warm anoma-
lies in June 2003 likely contributed to enhance the severity
of the following summer heat wave (Feudale and Shukla,
2011a, b) and low soil moisture in spring was revealed as
a key ingredient of the 2010 heat wave over Russia (Prod-
homme et al., 2016). In 2015, the sea surface temperature
of the Mediterranean and Near-Atlantic was not particularly
warm in early June, whereas soils were anomalously dry over
Western Europe (not shown). Since the CNRM-CM forecast
system anticipated the warm surface anomaly to a certain ex-
tent but not the simultaneous mid-tropospheric geopotential
anomaly, it would be worth testing the relative contribution
of land, sea and atmosphere initial conditions in this pre-
diction with a dedicated experimental framework. For exam-
ple, the conditional skill of S2S systems in predicting West
European heat waves would be worth exploring by comput-
ing the skill over a sub-sample of re-forecast years with dry
or wet soils in initial conditions. Nonetheless, such a study
would require a greater number of start dates to be robust.
The weaker signal in the forecast issued on 18 June might
relate to an excessive sensitivity of our system to soil mois-
ture initial state. Abundant rainfall between 11 and 13 June
led to significant soil moistening over Spain and South-West
France, which shows in 18 June initial conditions and after-
wards. The forecast issued a week later is initialized closer
to the targeted event: the predictability stemming from atmo-
spheric initial conditions takes the lead on that provided by
slower components of the climate system, thus explaining the
improvements found.

The relative success in anticipating this warm event is also
counterbalanced by the limited skill of the forecast system
beyond the first 12 days following the initial date, at least
for that time of year and that region. However, Magnusson
et al. (2015) also highlighted a fair anticipation of the same
event based on the ECMWF monthly forecasting system.
Therefore, the robustness of these results would deserve a
more thorough multi-model case study, which would be fa-
cilitated by the recent availability of the multi-S2S forecast
system database (Vitart et al., 2016).

Data availability. This work is based on S2S data. S2S is
a joint initiative of the World Weather Research Programme
(WWRP) and the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP).
The original S2S database is hosted at ECMWF as an ex-
tension of the TIGGE database. The data used for this work
can be retrieved following http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/
s2s-realtime-instantaneous-accum-lfpw/levtype=sfc/type=cf/ (Vi-
tart et al., 2016).
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